Beautiful Butterflies Metal Embossed Easel Post-It Note Holder
Tutorial © Monica Weaver, June 2011
www.addalittledazzle.com

Note: This tutorial for creating the Beautiful Butterflies Easel Post-It Note Holder was inspired by Bronwyn Eastley’s Butterfly Easel Card. I created my own measurements and wrote my own instructions to create the project I had in mind using Metal Sheets.

Supplies List

- **Paper:** Rose Red Cardstock (#119685), Cajun Craze Cardstock (#102584), Hot Pink Diamond & Spiced Rum Metal Sheets(#102544) (purchase at www.addalittledazzle.com)
- **Accessories:** Paper Cutter (#104152), Big Shot (#113439), Vintage Wallpaper Impressions Folder (#120175), Beautiful Butterflies Bigz Die (#114507), Sanding Block (#103301), Basic Rhinestone Jewels (#119246), Crystal Effects (#101055), Bone Folder (#102300), Sticky Page (#114300), Crop-A-Dile (#108362)
- **Non-Stampin’ Up!**: Toothpicks, Microfiber Cloth, 4” x 4” Post It Notes, Scrapbook Posts, E-6000 Glue
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Dimensions:

- Rose Red Cardstock: 3 ½” x 7” (1 piece), 3” x 3 ½” (2 pieces)
- Hot Pink Diamond Metal Sheet: 3” x 3 ½” (4 pieces)
- Sticky Page: 3” x 3 ½” (2 pieces), 2 ½” x 3 ½” (1 piece)

Instructions for Beautiful Butterflies Metal Embossed Easel Post-It Holder:

Step 1 Take the 3” x 3 ½” piece of Rose Red Cardstock, attach the 3” x 3 ½” piece of Sticky Page to the cardstock, peel the red film, and attach the 3” x 3 ½” piece of Hot Pink Diamond Metal Sheet. Follow this same step for the other pieces of Rose Red Cardstock, Hot Pink Diamond, and Sticky Page that measure 3” x 3 ½”.

Step 2 Place each of these pieces on top of the corresponding butterfly and run it through the Big Shot.

Step 3 Take the remaining two pieces of Hot Pink Diamond Metal Sheet that measure 3” x 3 ½”, place them on top of the matching butterfly, and run it through the Big Shot.

Step 4 Run all the butterfly pieces through the Big Shot using the Vintage Wallpaper Impressions Folder.

Step 5 Sand all the pieces with the Sanding Block (circular motion) and remove the residue with a Microfiber Cloth.

Step 6 Take the two butterflies assembled in Step 1 and place them together (with cardstock pieces touching each other, metal sheet side facing outwards) and use the biggest hole punch on the Crop-A-Dile to punch a hole in the upper left hand corner. Note: The front butterfly will have the hole punch in the upper left hand corner and the back piece will have the hole in the upper right hand corner. Metal Sheet sides should be facing outwards.

Step 7 Take a 4” x 4” Post It Note pack, place it on the corresponding butterfly, and run it one section at a time through the Big Shot.

Step 8 Use the Hot Pink Diamond Metal Embossed Butterfly as your guide and place the sections of Post-It Note Butterflies behind it, align it, and punch a hole. Follow this same step until the entire pack is finished.

Step 9 Take the scrapbook post and run it through the hole of the Hot Pink Diamond Metal Embossed Butterfly Cover and run all the Butterfly Post-It Notes through the post, add the back metal embossed butterfly, and secure the scrapbook post to hold it all together.

Step 10 Take a 3 ½” x 7” piece of Rose Red Cardstock and align the 7” side along the top of the paper cutter and score at 3 ½”.
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Step 11 Take the folded piece from Step 10 and align it along the top of the die cut (make sure some of the top of the wings are sticking out) as shown in the picture and run it through the Big Shot.

Step 12 Take the “cardstock butterfly”, open it (as shown in picture), and align one flap of the card along the paper cutter (making sure the butterfly is centered) and score it in the center as shown in the picture below.

Step 13 Take a 2 ½” x 3 ½ ” piece of Sticky Page and align the piece on the lower half of the corresponding butterfly on the die cut and run it through the Big Shot. Note: You are only going to cut the lower half of the butterfly. Peel the red film from the piece and attach it to the lower half of the flap of your easel card created in Step 12.

Step 14 Take the assembled post it note butterfly and attach to the flap of the piece in Step 12. Note: Only the lower half of the butterfly will be attached to the Butterfly Post-It Note.

Step 15 Take your assembled Post-It Note Butterfly and place some E-6000 Glue on the center of the butterfly (top of Post-It Note Holder) as shown in the picture below, and place the metal embossed butterfly from Step 4 on top of the base of the butterfly. Follow this same step for the next butterfly from Step 4 and attach on top of the previous butterfly. Let it dry.
Step 16 Take a toothpick, dip into Crystal Effects that is poured into a small container, and apply to the place where you will be placing the Rhinestone Jewels. Use the toothpick to place the rhinestones where the Crystal Effects was placed. **Note: You must apply Crystal Effects in order for the pieces not to fall off.**

Step 17 Allow the entire piece to dry and pull out the wings.

Step 18 Fold the base where the score mark is and have the bottom of the butterfly catch in the center so that the Post It Note Holder will stand up.

Step 19 You are done!

Order Stampin’ Up! Supplies and Metal Sheets for creating this project at [www.addalittledazzle.com](http://www.addalittledazzle.com)
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